**MIT Student Pacifist Released**

An MIT sophomore was arrested by a Federal marshall on November 22 for symbolically attempting to prevent the launching of a Polaris submarine. Donald P. Martin and nine other members of the "Committee for Nonviolent Action" went to New London, Connecticut, to protest the launching of the submarine. They were, however, according to Martin, "always ready to accept the consequences" and this time they did. The members, nine boys and one girl, were taken to court in New Haven and later imprisoned. On Thanksgiving Eve several boys decided to stage a hunger strike in protest against the launch system. Martin stated that on Thursday, Thanksgiving Day, they went to the prison dining hall, but gave their food away to other prisoners. Later, they refused to go to the books. Then Martin also staged a water strike and after seven days without food and water and without his poor physical condition resulted in his being taken to the Danbury Federal Institution and fed in an emergency to keep him accepted ball. Martin returned to MIT classes on December 2.

When asked about his future plans, Martin, a math major, stated that he didn’t know as he might be in jail. He also stated that if put on probation or suspended sentence, he would definitely not co-operate.

**Earth Sciences Building Is Major Addition**

**Construction of the new Center for Earth Sciences began Tuesday, when Dr. Julius A. Stratton, President of the MIT Corporation, and Mrs. Green. Mr. Green is serving as a Special Term Member of the MIT Corporation. The building was designed by I. M. Pei ’29, of I. M. Pei Associates.**

Bid invitations for construction are to be issued before the end of the year. The foundation work is to be started in early 1961.

**Student Expelled For Forging Sticker**

An unidentified MIT student was expelled from school last week for forging a parking sticker.

Entering into this decision was the student’s questionable past record at MIT. The judgment of the Faculty Committee on Discipline was unanimous. The student displayed a total lack of ethical standards, and that he will be expelled at once and not readmitted.

**Recommendation of no readmission is quite rare, and is indicative of the Committee’s strong feeling that ‘forging a parking sticker is just as serious as any other form of cheating, for which similar discipline has prevailed.’**
From Where You Are to Anywhere in The... W O R L D

It's Smarter to Fly... AIR CHARTER

DON'T BUY A TICKET! ... Charter an airplane! ...
ENJOY CUSTOM AIR TRAVEL ... Avoid plane changes and delays ... Set your own timetable and route ... Hot meals and snacks ... beverage service to your order.

AIRCRAFT TAILORED TO FIT YOUR GROUP
10—70 to 80 passenger Constellations
10—91 to 98 passenger DC-68's
7—98 to 114 passenger Super Constellations
30—24 to 70 passenger DC-3's, DC-4's
and Super 46's

Available through AIR CHARTER EXCHANGE
America's only Government-approved air charter clearinghouse

Aircraft Available for Christmas Vacation Flights

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE WANTED
If you'd like to represent Air Charter Exchange on your campus, contact our New York office.

AIR CHARTER EXCHANGE
11 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.—Telephone: CHickering 4-7470
**Concert Band Plays Contemporary Works**

**Bolero Conducts**

The MIT Concert Band, conducted by John Corley, chose to make a bold deal with a program exceptionally difficult both for them and for the audience. The concert consisted entirely of twentieth-century works for band, none of them widely familiar, and one of them, Signert Singer's "Impressions," receiving its premiere performance at this concert. The Concert Band and John Corley are to be congratulated even for attempting such a program, and the large and appreciative audience for coming to hear it. Happily, the Concert Band did quite well with their difficult assignment, and gratifying gains in intonation and precision were evident. Even the many intricacies of the Schenker "Theme and Variations" and the Malof "Essay for Band" were negotiated successfully. Composer Malof and Kazdin were on hand to receive the applause for their works, and Prof. Gregory Tucker, guest artist of the evening, was properly thanked for his fine-grained contribution in the various Starer Piano Concertos.

---

**Leslyk In Title Role**

**'Volpone' At Kresge Next Week**

The MIT Dramashop is presenting Ben Jonson's Elizabethan comedy "Volpone" in the original full-length version for its major fall production at 8:30 P.M., December 14th through 17th, in the Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium.

The Dramashop selection of Jonson's most famous comedy follows in line with their policy to present the MIT public with familiar classical plays or unusual productions not often seen on the Broadway stage. In the past Mit has seen Dramashop's productions of such unusual plays as E. E. Cummings' "Him," Pirandello's "Henry IV," Sheridan's "The Rivals," and last spring's highly successful "Othello" which was later televised on Channel 5's "Dateline Boston" program.

Many Favorites Included in Cast

Included in the cast are such Dramashop favorites as Joseph Leslyk, in the title role; Michael O'Meara as Sir Politick Would-be; Joan Fontanella as her wife; John Ryan as Bonario; and Solveig Tremain as the beautiful Celia. New to Dramashop's stage are Lane Anderson, in the major role of Mosca and David Perkins as Corvino. Also appearing are Christopher Shaw as Voltole, the lawyer; Richard Hersby as Corvino; with Warren Zabel, Robert Graft, Frank Dunfiddian, Leonard Rubenstein, John Howard, Frances Dyro, Shirley Specter, Gerald Schroeder, Wilson Lamm, Herbert Odum, Nancy Suprenant and Lester Williams.

Beautiful Songs Featured

Several of Jonson's most beautiful songs appear in "Volpone" and have been set with original music by Allen Langord. Robin Anderson is designer of the costumes and James Dorr the sets.

All tickets are $1.00 and reservations may be made by calling Extension 2902 between the hours of 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. During the noon hours, tickets will also be available at the Dramashop ticket booth in Building 10; at other hours in the office of Kresge Auditorium.

---

**Genuine Shell Cordovan**

the long-wear luster leather you like

**MANSFIELDS... by the makers of Bostonians**

SHELL CORDOVAN is a luxury leather because it is a scarce and prized leather. It was once used in the shields of Spanish noblemen because of its durability. Popular for gentlemen's shoes because it takes a shine and keeps it. Come try a pair.

**TECH COOP**

**THE SIX-FOOTER** in our famous cartoon gift box 5.00

**MATCHING MITTENS** in ladies sizes 1.95

**FOUR-FOOTER and mitten set for children 5.00**

**THE STOCKING CAP** fits everyone 2.50

**THE BRAIN-WARMER, gift-boxed 1.95**

**THE TOQUE extra heavy knit to fit all head sizes 1.75**

*For those who like to receive presents at Christmas*
The Intramural Council was wise in letting the measure concerning intramural and varsity athletes die for lack of a two-thirds majority. As we have said before in these columns, the removal of all varsity athletes from intramural athletics, even with permission of the coaches allowed as an exception to the rule, is too big a step, and one that has implications far beyond the intent of the original proposers.

It is our feeling that coaches of intercollegiate teams both can and should inform their players that they may not break the law in those instances where private morality is involved. This is unfair to both the man and to his varsity team. We fail to see why, especially in the fraternities, where brotherhood gets a high emphasis, individual men should be singled out for the disfavor, the imposition of a responsibility - for student welfare, the safety of property, and for student welfare, the safety of property.

We would like to add that it was most disturbing to us to learn that one of the principal arguments advanced in favor of the measure in question was that it "protects the varsity athletes from his house (or dorm), which would otherwise pressure him into playing." What sort of a spirit is this, which prompts fraternities and other varsity athletes into what is substantially an infraction of training rules? This is unfair to both the man and to his varsity team.

We feel that especially, in the fraternities, where brotherhood gets a high emphasis, individual men should be singled out for the disfavor, the imposition of a responsibility - for student welfare, the safety of property, and for student welfare, the safety of property.

We would hope that such a resolution, once passed by the IM Council, would be submitted to the various dormitories and fraternities for their approval or disapproval. Let those who would pressure them even to break training rules stand up and be counted.

The Intramural Council did well in not passing the motion before it last Tuesday night, and in opening the meeting to all for discussion. MIT is the better for it.

The Athletes' Association can improve on this good performance by recognizing the intent of those who originally proposed the measure, and passing the resolution above. It will clearly define the situation without putting any basic limitations on the traditional freedom MIT students have always held in the realm of athletics and extracurricular activities.

Morality at MIT.

Some people will be surprised to hear that a student not only can but has been, permanently expelled from MIT for forging a parking sticker.

It is significant that the student concerned had a "questionable" past record, and that his behavior before the Discipline Committee did not convince that he recognized any moral or ethical error in his conduct. We feel that this fact probably weighed heavier than any in the Committee's collective mind.

Something that is often not realized is that too much of the student body is that the school's administration is rather sensitive on such "issues," as in possession of a master key, or of an illegally obtained parking sticker. MIT, it may be safely said, is no longer an institution solely for the study of science and engineering. It is gaining increasingly the character of a modern university; and we define the situation without putting any basic limitations on the traditional freedom MIT students have always held in the realm of athletics and extracurricular activities.

КИБИТЦЕР

The lesson is clear: one cannot go on "free-wheeling" forever at MIT. Such lawless acts as using the parking lots under false pretenses, happen to be punishable just as severely as would be stealing equipment. When the attitude of the man involved be- trays a lack of concern with the ethics of the situation, the principles are involved. This problem should be attacked at its heart by the fraternities and dorms themselves, however, not by throwing up a barricade of legislation to "protect" individuals. To give substance to this, it would be our recommendation that the Intramural Council pass the following resolution:

"Resolved, that strict adherence to training rules is of the utmost importance to varsity athletes, and that intramural competition should not be regarded by either the athletes or persons as proper justification for breaking of social rules."

We would hope that such a resolution, once passed by the IM Council, would be submitted to the various dormitories and fraternities for their approval or disapproval. Let those who would pressure them even to break training rules stand up and be counted.

The Intramural Council did well in not passing the motion before it last Tuesday night, and in opening the meeting to all for discussion. MIT is the better for it.

The Athletes' Association can improve on this good performance by recognizing the intent of those who originally proposed the measure, and passing the resolution above. It will clearly define the situation without putting any basic limitations on the traditional freedom MIT students have always held in the realm of athletics and extracurricular activities.

The Tech

Resolved . . .

The Intramural Council was wise in letting the measure concerning intramural and varsity athletes die for lack of a two-thirds majority. As we have said before in these columns, the removal of all varsity athletes from intramural athletics, even with permission of the coaches allowed as an exception to the rule, is too big a step, and one that has implications far beyond the intent of the original proposers.

It is our feeling that coaches of intercollegiate teams both can and should inform their players that they may not break the law in those instances where private morality is involved. This is unfair to both the man and to his varsity team. We fail to see why, especially in the fraternities, where brotherhood gets a high emphasis, individual men should be singled out for the disfavor, the imposition of a responsibility - for student welfare, the safety of property, and for student welfare, the safety of property.

We would like to add that it was most disturbing to us to learn that one of the principal arguments advanced in favor of the measure in question was that it "protects the varsity athletes from his house (or dorm), which would otherwise pressure him into playing." What sort of a spirit is this, which prompts fraternities and other varsity athletes into what is substantially an infraction of training rules? This is unfair to both the man and to his varsity team.

We feel that especially, in the fraternities, where brotherhood gets a high emphasis, individual men should be singled out for the disfavor, the imposition of a responsibility - for student welfare, the safety of property, and for student welfare, the safety of property.

We would hope that such a resolution, once passed by the IM Council, would be submitted to the various dormitories and fraternities for their approval or disapproval. Let those who would pressure them even to break training rules stand up and be counted.

The Intramural Council did well in not passing the motion before it last Tuesday night, and in opening the meeting to all for discussion. MIT is the better for it.

The Athletes' Association can improve on this good performance by recognizing the intent of those who originally proposed the measure, and passing the resolution above. It will clearly define the situation without putting any basic limitations on the traditional freedom MIT students have always held in the realm of athletics and extracurricular activities.
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Some people will be surprised to hear that a student not only can but has been, permanently expelled from MIT for forging a parking sticker.

It is significant that the student concerned had a "questionable" past record, and that his behavior before the Discipline Committee did not convince that he recognized any moral or ethical error in his conduct. We feel that this fact probably weighed heavier than any in the Committee's collective mind.

Something that is often not realized is that too much of the student body is that the school's administration is rather sensitive on such "issues," as in possession of a master key, or of an illegally obtained parking sticker. MIT, it may be safely said, is no longer an institution solely for the study of science and engineering. It is gaining increasingly the character of a modern university; and we define the situation without putting any basic limitations on the traditional freedom MIT students have always held in the realm of athletics and extracurricular activities.

The lesson is clear: one cannot go on "free-wheeling" forever at MIT. Such lawless acts as using the parking lots under false pretenses, happen to be punishable just as severely as would be stealing equipment. When the attitude of the man involved betrays a lack of concern with the ethics of the situation, the principles are involved. This problem should be attacked at its heart by the fraternities and dorms themselves, however, not by throwing up a barricade of legislation to "protect" individuals. To give substance to this, it would be our recommendation that the Intramural Council pass the following resolution:

"Resolved, that strict adherence to training rules is of the utmost importance to varsity athletes, and that intramural competition should not be regarded by either the athletes or persons as proper justification for breaking of social rules."

We would hope that such a resolution, once passed by the IM Council, would be submitted to the various dormitories and fraternities for their approval or disapproval. Let those who would pressure them even to break training rules stand up and be counted.

The Intramural Council did well in not passing the motion before it last Tuesday night, and in opening the meeting to all for discussion. MIT is the better for it.

The Athletes' Association can improve on this good performance by recognizing the intent of those who originally proposed the measure, and passing the resolution above. It will clearly define the situation without putting any basic limitations on the traditional freedom MIT students have always held in the realm of athletics and extracurricular activities.

The lesson is clear: one cannot go on "free-wheeling" forever at MIT. Such lawless acts as using the parking lots under false pretenses, happen to be punishable just as severely as would be stealing equipment. When the attitude of the man involved betrays a lack of concern with the ethics of the situation, the principles are involved. This problem should be attacked at its heart by the fraternities and dorms themselves, however, not by throwing up a barricade of legislation to "protect" individuals. To give substance to this, it would be our recommendation that the Intramural Council pass the following resolution:

"Resolved, that strict adherence to training rules is of the utmost importance to varsity athletes, and that intramural competition should not be regarded by either the athletes or persons as proper justification for breaking of social rules."

We would hope that such a resolution, once passed by the IM Council, would be submitted to the various dormitories and fraternities for their approval or disapproval. Let those who would pressure them even to break training rules stand up and be counted.

The Intramural Council did well in not passing the motion before it last Tuesday night, and in opening the meeting to all for discussion. MIT is the better for it.

The Athletes' Association can improve on this good performance by recognizing the intent of those who originally proposed the measure, and passing the resolution above. It will clearly define the situation without putting any basic limitations on the traditional freedom MIT students have always held in the realm of athletics and extracurricular activities.
BRATTLE THEATER
Boston Premiere
Helmut Kautner's
SKY WITHOUT STARS
5:30 7:30 9:30

SAMUEL BLUESTEIN CO.
School-Engineering Supplies
Ask About Student Discount
1080 Boylston St., Boston
CO 2-1102
345 Main St., Malden
DA 2-3215

A SYMPOSIUM
FOR COLLEGE MEN

"THE INSURANCE BUSINESS-
CHALLENGE AND CHANGE"

DECEMBER 28, 1960—9:30 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.
AT THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

A one day review of the dynamic and fast growing
insurance business.

Open discussions of Actuarial Science, Electronic Data
Processing, Risk Analysis, Product Development, Marketing
and Administration.

For reservations or further information see your College
Placement Officer or write Personnel Department, The
Travelers Insurance Companies, 700 Main Street, Hartford
15, Connecticut.

Beckett Play At Charles

"Godot" Funny, But Ideas Missing

The audience at the Charles Playhouse leaves the theater still chuckling at the funny slapstick they have seen, but the perceptive playgoer feels that something important has been left out. "Waiting For Godot" is too complex to be as meaningless as this production would indicate.

When staging a play, a director has the opportunity to pro-
mote his own ideas by vivifying those points in the play that
he likes and de-emphasizing those that he disagrees with. Michael
Murray is a capable director; his facile use of the Charles' theatrep
in-the-round stage without blocking anyone's view indicates this.
Unfortunately, either he disagrees with Samuel Beckett entirely,
or he did not understand the play, because the intellectual content
is completely de-emphasized.

Intelectually, this play, a tragicomedy according to Beckett,
shows the absurdity of modern man's search for salvation. Two
tramps, Gogo and Didi, sit by the side of a road waiting for
Godot (God), who will, they hope, save them, although they are
not sure exactly what from. Gogo and Didi do not realize that
they, symbolic of the dual sensual and intellectual nature of man,
have it within themselves to be saved, as interchanging the sym-
lables of their names indicates. Nothing happens, except for an
encounter with Pozzo and his haltered servant Lucky, again
symbolic of the dual nature of man. Lucky is tied to Pozzo and
does his bidding while leading him because, to Beckett, this is
the relationship of the intellect to the senses. Lucky's speech-
thought-dream is an indication of the inability of the intellect to cope
with the problems of Gogo and Didi. Pozzo and Lucky are lost, in all
sessions of the word, in the second act because they tried to find
something. Gogo and Didi are not saved, but at least, by inaction
they manage to be no worse off than before. The boy, possibly
the Christ child, who comes to tell them that Godot is not coming,
but may come tomorrow, is as elusive as Godot because he too is
a figment of their imaginations and a projection of themselves.

In several places, in this production, Beckett's stage directions
are ignored. The boy charges off at Vladimir's first approach
rather than almost playing tag before he exits. This bit is de-
signed, by Beckett, to show the boy's elusiveness and give an
inkling of his unreal nature. Gogo and Didi fail to show the
significance of the word 'critic.' They found Godot and glimpse
the end of the round of ins-
results in the second act. This is
really the ultimate insult, for,
reality, the tramps are critics
who comment upon without join-
ing the actions, if any, around
them. None of the actors make
any use of timing. By speeding
the short exchanges be-
- The present set, a figment of
the imagination and a projection of
themselves.

However, as slapstick, "Godot"
proves very well. Mickey
Deems, who is featured, is an
accomplished comedian. He
blunders about the stage like a
younger Ed Wynn, and can ap-
pear as pompous as Ollie
Hardy or as weak as Stan Laurel.
Dan Morgan, as Didi, is not as
versatile, but performs capably,
especially in the second act. The
most noteworthy of the minor
characters is Louis Negin as
Lucky. Although he has only
one speech, that speech is the
most significant in the play.
Negin knows it and gives this
the hysterical, frantic reading
it deserves. In the second act,
the tree, the crows, bears leaves
and mountains indicate weeping at the fate of man. In this production, it
might be weeping at the fate of the author's idea.

—Allen S. Krieger '62
Wesleyan Under Lights

First Hockey Game Tomorrow

A dozen returning lettermen will enhance the chances of success for Tech's varsity hockey team, which opens its twelve-game season tomorrow on the Briggs Field ice at 7 P.M. The opponent, Wesleyan, bowed to MIT last year, 3-2. For the first time in recent years coach Ben Martin has the services of two goalies, John Costello '62 and Tim O'Brien '62. In the past it has often been hard to find just one competent net-minder.

Three Juniors on Defense

The defense will be led by three juniors, Bob Laughman, Tom Sheehan and John Reil, and one senior, Henry Schieffeltz. All saw extensive service on last year's squad, which compiled a 3-8 record. Six of the lettermen skate at forward, and the four seniors and two juniors should be enough to provide an experienced line on the ice all the time. The senior forwards are captains Erik Salton, John Rupert, Bob Rein and Bill Scanlon. Juniors are Steve Levy and Francis Berkland.

Squads in Force

Up from last year's freshman team are Mike Denny, Bill Vachon, Tony Weikel, Jim Holcraft, Bill Wolf and Ted Cohn. Help is also expected from transfer student Mal McMillan '61.

The second home game will be with Colgate next Thursday, two days after a trip to New Hampshire. Another away game remains before vacation.

New Scraper on Display

In a major effort to improve the conditions of the ice, a combination scraper-resurfacer-cleaner, akin to that used on professional rinks, will be pressed into service.

On Deck

Today, December 9

Squash with Adelphi 7 P.M.

Tomorrow, December 10

Basketball at Harvard (V&F) Fencing at Columbia Hockey with Wesleyan 7 P.M. Rifle at Maine, N. Hampshire Swimming at Bowdoin (V&F) Track with Boston College (V&F) 1 P.M. Wrestling with Wesleyan (V&F) 2 and 3:30 P.M.

Tuesday, December 13

Basketball at WPI (V&F) Hockey at N. Hampshire (V&F)

Wednesday, December 14

Fencing with Harvard 7:30 P.M. Squash with Harvard 7 P.M. Swimming (F) at Harvard Swimming (F) with Boston Latin 7 P.M.

Thursday, December 15

Basketball with Bowdoin (F&V) 6:15 and 8:15 P.M. Hockey with Colgate 7 P.M. Wrestling with Williams College 7:30 P.M. Wrestling (F) with Harvard 6:30 P.M. Track at Harvard (V&F)

Harvard, Norwich Bow To Shooters

The rifle team added two more victories to its record over the weekend by defeating Harvard and Norwich University in matches at the Tech range. On Friday evening Harvard was overwhelmed, 142 to 164. High scorers for the Tech squad were Bob Clark '62 and Steve Smith '62 each with 292, and Richard Ludeman '63 with 285. Saturday the team posted its highest score of the season as Norwich was defeated, 1429 to 1402. Clark and Smith again turned in outstanding scores with 292 and 291 respectively.

Swimmers Jar Tufts In Opening Meet Here

Sparked by eight returning lettermen, the varsity swimming team got off to a good start Wednesday, downing Tufts, 71-24. Although weak in the 50 and 100 yard races, the Techmen dominated elsewhere, taking the top two places in all other events. The Tech frosh also won, 67-23.

The swimmers will compete at Bowdoin tomorrow, and do not see further action until after the vacation. Home meets against Coast Guard and Wesleyan are scheduled early in January.
The regulars went out to a commanding 58-47 lead. Gamble's fifteen foot push shot with 4:12 to go in the 4th quarter left the area in rebounds with 45. Burns is leading the area in scoring. He had 25, eight more than teammate Paarz. Koch with 23 points. Gamble's fellow New England coach is leading the Great Northeastern Huskies to commit a large number of fouls. MIT was 25 for 40 from the foul line (Groninger 7 for 7, Koch 9 for 10) while Northeastern was successful on 16 of their 22 attempts.

Koch Faces Scorers

High scorer for the Engineers was Koch with 23 points. Gamble's knockdownExamples

MIT defeated Steve Astor (H), 5-2; George Doub (H) defeated Ed Grietzer (H), 3-2; UNL: Gordon Grant (H) defeated Joe LaPrade '62 (MIT), 9-2; Paarz, 13. Outstanding on defense was Koch and Burns each had 17 points, Robinson off the bench had 12 and Paarz 11. Every effort was made to hold Trinity's high-scoring Bill Norman to a mere 17 points, it could not detract from the Huskies to commit a large number of fouls. MIT was 25 for 40 from the foul line (Groninger 7 for 7, Koch 9 for 10) while Northeastern was successful on 16 of their 22 attempts.
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How They Did

Fencers Cop 1st Match

The varsity fencing team made its debut last Saturday and came away with a shaky one point victory, 14-13, over Bradford Du-fee. Sabre Dan made its debut last Saturday in the du Pont Athletic Center, winning his three matches. The fencers meet Columbia at New York tomorrow.

Wonderful Gift Selections
for every name on Your Christmas List
and for your convenience the Harvard Square Store will be open 8:50 to 6:30 thru Dec. 23

The COOP

South Seas

Restaurant-Lounge
21 Harrison Ave. - MA 6-4210
Superb Chinese and Polynesian Cuisine - Exotic Island Drinks
Lush Tropical Atmosphere
Moderate Prices
Authentic Luaus
From $5 Per Person
Features for Private Parties
Catering Service, Take-out Orders
11 a.m.-1 a.m. daily and Sunday
American Express, Carte Blanche

FARCO SCOOTERS INC.
Sales and Service
Specialized Service
On All Makes
Scooter Storage
320 Watertown St.
Newton 58, Mass.
LA 7-9331
Open Daily From
7:00 A.M.-9:30 P.M.

COOP PIPE
ANOTHER COOP VALUE
AT $2.69 OUTSELLS ALL OTHER PIPES COMBINED AT
TECH COOP

One of the best investments you’ll ever make...

You know what you invest in advanced ROTC... two years of classroom time and outside study. But just see how handsomely your investment pays off.

First and foremost, there's the proud moment in Graduation Week when the gold bars of a Second Lieutenant are pinned on your Army uniform... and deep inside the warm sense of accomplishment at having made it. There's immediate help in meeting expenses... a subsistence allowance of $535 for the two-year advanced ROTC course. Uniforms and military textbooks paid for. $117 for your six-week summer camp training. Plus travel allowance. And when you're commissioned, a $330 uniform allowance.

You discharge your military obligation with the traditional rank, pay, privileges and responsibilities of an officer in the United States Army.

And later, when you're starting your climb up the civilian ladder, advanced ROTC will still be paying off. Success in the executive areas of business and industry comes earlier and more substantially to the man who can lead. Few are born leaders; but leadership can be learned. And advanced ROTC is a great place to learn it.

Talk with the Professor of Military Science at your school. Learn more about advanced ROTC. Ask particularly about the ROTC course in Leadership, with its practical experience in command responsibilities.